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We consider the nucleonic matrix element of the divergence of the gauge invariant flavour singlet axial current and show by a 
careful analysis that isospin-dependent terms persist in it. We also relate the axial singlet charge to the sum of the quark spin 
contributions and F/D ratio and point out that in order to be consistent with the EMC data a small value is not ruled out. 

Much work has been devoted (see for a recent re- 

view ref. [ 1 ] ) towards understanding the smallness 

of  the SU (3) singlet axial charge following the dis- 

covery of the spin effect in polarized deep inelastic 

~t-proton scattering. The latest EMC analysis [ 2 ] may 

be summarized by defining the moments Aq' through 

Aq' 's u = (p ,  S[ (lYuYsqJP, s )  , 

s u being the spin vector. The available data on the 

structure function of the polarized proton and the re- 

sults on the hyperon decays lead to the estimates 

Au '=0 .78+0 .08 ,  A d ' = - 0 . 4 7 + 0 . 0 8 ,  A s ' = - 0 . 1 9  

+_ 0.8, implying 

Aq' = A u ' +  Ad' +As '  = 0 . 1 2 + 0 . 2 4 .  (1) 

It should be noted that SU(3)  restricts A u ' +  

Ad' - 2As' = 3 F -  D while the Bjorken sum rule fixes 

Au'  - Ad'  = g A = F + D .  

The role of  the axial anomaly in QCD in determin- 

ing the quark spin fractions of  the proton has been 

investigated [3-7 ] by a number of  authors. Vene- 

ziano [4,5 ] has pointed out that the data on Au', Ad' 

and AS', in effect, signal an approximate decoupling 

of the would be U ( 1 ) Goldstone boson from the nu- 

cleon. More or less, a similar conclusion has been 

reached by Hatsuda [ 6 ] working within a theory of 

large-Ncolour chiral dynamics. Recently, Fritzsch [ 7 ] 

has shown it to be possible to define flavour-indepen- 

dent matrix elements of  the anomalous divergence 

which are related to the axial U ( 1 ) charge and to the 

spin densities inside the proton. 

The purpose of this letter is to look into Fritzsch's 

scenario in some detail and examine the reasonable- 

ness of  the claim that in the nucleonic matrix element 

of  the divergence of the isoscalar current the isospin- 

dependent terms cancel exactly. Subsequently we 

make an effort to estimate the axial singlet charge by 

relating it to YAq' and F / D  ratio. 

We begin by writing down the nucleonic matrix 

element of  the isovector axial current, 

(Pl  a~'uYsu-clYu~'sdlp) 

= a ( p )  [G~ (qZ)y~,5 -G2(q2)qu~ ,5]u(p  ' ) .  (2) 

The induced form factor G2(q 2) picks up a pion pole 

but this pole makes no contribution to the divergence 

at q2--,0. Taking the divergence, one is thus left with 

the Goldberger-Treiman relation 

2 M G  I (0)  = 2MgA = 2f~ g~NN . (3 )  

On the other hand, the isosinglet axial current be- 

tween nucleons generates the following matrix 

element: 
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(Pl a~'A'~u + cly~,~'sdlp ) 

=a(p)  [G°(q2)yuy5 -G°(q2)quys]u(p ' ) .  (4) 

Since no Goldstone boson is associated with G °, one 

has in contrast to (3) 

2MG ° (0) = 2fngnNN q- C ,  ( 5 ) 

where C represents the contribution from the contin- 

uum assuming an unsubtracted dispersion relation for 

the divergence form factor. In ref. [ 7 ] the magnitude 

of C has been anticipated to be large but no estimate 

has been provided. 

Instead, it has been shown [ 7 ] how the matrix ele- 

ment of the anomalous divergence cancels exactly 

with the matrix element of the pseudoscalar isovec- 

tor quark density. To look into this, consider the di- 

vergence equations for the isovector and isosinglet 

axial currents, 

O~( a ~ , ~ s u - d ~ s d )  

= (m~+md)(aiysu-aTi7sd) 

+ (m~-md)  (a i~,su+di~sd), (6a) 

= (m~+md) (a  i~5 +di~sd)  

+ (m~--md) (a i75u-di~5d) +a ,  (6b) 

where a is the anomaly defined by 

O~ s 
a=Nf ~-~ tr GG. (7) 

Assuming PCAC, one can express 

(Pl ( m~-md)  ( a i75u-d  i~,sd) IP ) 

= (a i75u) 2MgA m~--md (8) 
mu+mo ' 

while in the singlet channel one has 

(Pl (m~+ md) (a  i75 u + aTiy5d) IP) 

=(ai?su)2Mg ° . (9) 

Now, to estimate (p la lP) ,  Fritzsch [7] makes use 

of the relation 

<01alnO) = md--m~ ma+m f~m 2. (10) 

In effect this means 

(p la Ip )  = - (aiysu) 2MgA mu--md 
m u +  md ' ( I 1 ) 

which cancels exactly with the right-hand side of eq. 

(8). The divergence of the isoscalar current (6b) be- 

tween proton states is thus free from any isospin-de- 

pendent contamination: 

(POU( a~,Ysu+ d~uysd) IP ) 

= (a irsu) 2Mg ° . (12) 

A few remarks on the derivation of eq. (10) may be 

in order. Eq. (10) is arrived at 

(a) using the standard GMOR [ 8 ] transformation 

properties of the pseudoscalar densities a iysu 

(ari75 d) and 

(b) assuming that no is an ideal superposition of 

Pu and Pd states i.e. no = (pu_ Pd) /x/~ where Pu (Pd) 

is the pseudoscalar bound state of u and i/ (d and 
d). 

Let us define 

( Ol ayA'su-aTYuysdl n°) =f~Pu . (13) 

As a consequence 

2 ( 01 mua i75 u - mddirsdl n ° ) =f~m ~. (14) 

Since an I =  0 axial vector current between the vac- 

uum and I =  1 state yields a vanishing matrix element 

we also have the condition 

(01 aTA, s u + dTu~,sdl n °) = 0 .  (15) 

Taking the divergence gives 

(OI2(muaiysu+mddirsd)+aln°)=O.  (16) 

Expressing now n ° as (Pu - Pd ) x/~ and assuming [ 8 ] 

that (01 a iTsulP~) is the same as (01di; 'sd[Pd),  it 

is straightforward to derive eq. (10) from eqs. (14) 

and (15). 

As noted by Fuchs [ 9 ] long ago, the trouble with 

eq. (10) is that in the limit as- ,0,  it implies mu=md. 

To overcome this, it was proposed in ref. [9 ] that 

perhaps n ° is not simply a ( P u - P d ) / x / ~  state but de- 

pends on the n ° -  11 mixing angle. 

Let us parameterize the mixing by defining 

n ° = cos 0 P u -  sin 0 pd, 

rl=sin 0 Pu+cos OPd, (17) 

where 0= 45 ° corresponds to the ideal situation. 
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If we now carry through the calculation exactly in 

a similar manner as performed above but replacing 

rr” by the new combination of P, and Pd in terms of 

8, we obtain 

and hence 

tions involving the QCD anomaly P(@pysq) = 

2m,qiy,q+ (cxJ2n) Tr CC? give rise to [ 101 

(PI WWy,W+&,?M IP) 2MAu’=2m,v,-2MzAg, 

=(Uihu) 2 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

-gA 

mu-md tan e 
m,+mdtane 

+ l-tan0 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

>I l+tane ’  (19) 

A welcome feature of eq. ( 18) is that unless 

tan 8+ 1, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAm,# md in the limit cr,+O. In the limit 8+ 

n/4 (i.e. for ideal states) however, the right-hand side 

of eq. ( 18) drops to zero for mu= md. But then this 

implies (Y, is not small since a quick inspection of eq. 

(18) reveals that e-+0 is consistent with ~~~-10. 

(Note that [ 9 ] tan 8 is 0 (a:) and so vanishes for 

(Y,+O.) 

The structure of eq. ( 19) is not a simplistic one; 

nevertheless one can see that there is no exact cancel- 

lation of the isospin-dependent terms in the right- 

hand side of eq. ( 19 ) . One can argue that 7~’ is dom- 

inantly a (P, - P,)/&’ state and so the bulk of the 

contribution to the right-hand side of eq. ( 19) comes 

from the right-hand side of eq. ( 12 ). But then one is 

at a loss to understand to logical consistency of eq. 

( 10) in the limit cr,-+O. 

It is instructive to follow the procedure of Cheng 

and Li [ lo]. Indeed, as we shall presently see, it does 

provide an estimate of G? employing standard cur- 

rent algebra techniques. First of all, we define #’ [ 111 

the gluon helicity component Ag as 

(PIa(p2M%Agtiiy,u. (20) 

Then, the fraction Aq of the proton’s spin carried by 

the quark q is not just Aq’ but actually a linear com- 

#’ The replacement of Aq’ by relation (2 I ) is not unique and 

depends on the convention adopted [ 12,131. However, for a 

natural way of separating the matrix element into quark and 

gluon components see the discussions of ref. [ 51. 
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bination of Aq’ and an anomalous contribution due 

to the anomaly term, viz. (a,/n)Ag: 

Aq’=Aq- ZAg. (21) 

Between proton states, the axial divergence equa- 

2MAd’ = 2mdvd- 2&fz Ag , (22) 

where v,zZiy+= (p( Q&q(p) in the notation of Cheng 

and Li. 

Further substituting eq. (6a) into eq. (2 ) we get at 

zero momentum transfer 

2MgA=(%+md)(& -vd) 

+ (mu--md) (h+ vd) . (23) 

Keeping in mind the Goldberger-Treiman relation 

( 3 ), one obtains from eq. (23 ) 

v,+ vd= 
2M 

m gA- $& NN . 
” > 

(24) 

Likewise, let us substitute eq. (6b) into eq. (4). It 

follows that 

-4MzAg. (25) 

Inserting (24 ) into eq. (25 ) and utilizing the expres- 

sions for v, and vd from eq. (22) we get #2,#3 

Gy = Au’ + Ad’ 

(26) 

leading to the estimate 

Gy=0.30-t0.16, (27) 

w Relation (26) does not depend on Ag explicitly. Note that there 

exist controversies in the determination of the magnitude and 

sign of Ag, see Geng and Ng [ 3 1. 
p3 There have been attempts to relate IAq’ to the q’-nucleon 

coupling and n’-decay constant, see Birse, Efremov et al., and 

Dorokhov and Kochelev [ 3 1. 
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where we have used the flavour SU (3)  relationships 

A u ' = ~ ( F + D ) + ~  • Aq' ,  

A d ' = - 2 D + ~  Z Aq' .  (28) 

In deriving eq. (26) we have not made use of any 

pole dominance  approximation.  The uncertainty in 

the estimate (27) (which essentially stems from the 

present experimental  value of 5" Aq' ) is large and so 

a small value o f G  ° is not ruled out. Comparing (26) 

and (5)  we remark that in the above estimates we 

have not [ 7 ] related the axial singlet charge G o to the 

q-nucleon coupling. For one thing, in the chiral limit, 

gluonic leakage persists ~4 in q and so it does not be- 

come massless in that limit. For another,  the contin-  

uum contr ibut ion does not vanish in the massless 

quark limit but, on the contrary, may assume a large 

value in the singlet channel. 

To summarize,  we have noted in this paper that: 

(a) there is no exact cancellation of the isospin- 

dependent  terms in the nucleonic matrix element of 

the divergence of the gauge invar iant  flavour singlet 

axial vector current, and 

(b)  that the axial singlet charge G o may be related 

to the sum of the quark spin contr ibut ions and F/D 
ratio. 

Part of this work was supported by the CSIR, New 

Delhi. 

,4 This means n-r I' mixing can take place even in the chiral limit. 
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